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THE CHINKS IN THE PROSODIC CLASSIFICATION OF LANGUAGES: WHAT
KIND OF A TONE LANGUAGE IS ANYI?
ETTIEN KOFFI
ABSTRACT
Delafosse (1900:15-18) remarked more than one hundred twenty years ago that Anyi was
not a full-fledged tone language like Yoruba, nor was it an accent language like English
or French. Quaireau (1978:217-8) came to the same conclusion regarding the
suprasegmental status of Anyi. I concur with them that Anyi is hard to classify
suprasegmentally because it straddles the three prosodic types into which world languages
are currently classified, namely: tone languages, pitch-accent languages, and accent
languages. Six parameters are used to shed some light on why Anyi defies prosodic
typologies.
Keyword words: Anyi, Tone Languages, Pitch-Accent Languages, Accent Languages, Prosodic
Typologies, Suprasegmental Typologies.
1.0 Introduction
World languages are classified into three broad prosodic categories: tone languages, accent
languages, and pitch-accent languages. This typology is based almost exclusively on how
languages use F0/pitch in their grammar and lexicon. After spending four years studying Anyi,
and writing about the Anyi language and culture, Delafosse (1900:115-116) was so perplexed
about the prosodic status of Anyi that he penned the following words:
Anyi is a language in which tone does not play a very prominent role. However, whoever
does not pay attention to it risks not being understood or making a fool of himself. Pitch
placement is independent of vowel length or reduction. It is only through practice that
accent rules can be acquired. Anyi speakers vary the amount of stress they place on vowels
depending on how much or how little emphasis they want to place on the words that they
utter. Anyi does not have a musical intonation, as is found in Yoruba [Nago]1, for example.
Pitch does not seem to follow any specific rules. These rules can be mastered only after
one has spent some time among the natives. However, I’ve attempted to list the main ones
here below with some illustrative examples.
Delafosse wrote this more than 120 years ago. We see that he vacillates between terms such as
“tone,” “pitch,” “stress,” and “musical intonation.” This underscores the between and betwixt
status of the Anyi tonal system. Some have dismissed Delafosse’s views as naïve, especially in
view of this apparently contradictory statement, “Pitch does not seem to follow any specific rules,”
yet in the very next sentence he states that “These rules can be mastered only after one has spent
some time among the natives.” However, Delafosse is not contradicting himself if we know that
his audience was French civil servants, military officers, and Lebanese businessmen who were
operating in the Anyi areas (pp. xi-xiv). Delafosse himself spent four years among the Anyi people
(p. xi) and claimed to have interviewed more than 1,000 of them (p. xi). He learned Anyi by
1

Welmers (1973:117) notes that in Yoruba and Jukun “minimal contrasts in tone are exceedingly common.”
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immersion and from scratch (p. xi) and became apparently very fluent in it (pp.116-117). He
compiled an impressive lexicon of Anyi and related languages that can be used for historical
reconstruction (pp. 213-221). His Essai de Manuel de la Langue Agni was published in 1900. It
was preceded by his book about the Anyi culture that appeared in 1883 and followed by a paper
that he published in 1913 about female warriors in Anyi society. This background is important
because it blunts claims that he did not know what he was talking about (see below).
1.1 Objections to Delafosse’s Assessment
Delafosse’s claims about suprasegmentals in Anyi have been met with derision by
Creissels and Kouadio (1977) who charged that the language he was describing was not Anyi, but
Baule. They had two key objections which are not directly related to his appreciation of Anyi tone.
However, these objections can undermine the validity of his claims. First, they charged that he
was not a bona fide linguist. For some, this is enough to dismiss his observations about the Anyi
suprasegmental system. However, doing so would be a mistake because Delafosse was a keen
observer of the Anyi language. His analyses of various grammatical and phonological aspects are
amazingly accurate. The second charge, the most important in my view, is the phrase “Anyi
speakers from the Toumodi region” found on page 211. This is a serious error that can undermine
some of his claim because the Toumodi region is a Baule-speaking area, not an Anyi area.
However, there is a very good reason for this “error.” Delafosse collected data from a very large
group of language consultants and visited 50 villages (p. xi). He also spent some time in Baulespeaking areas (p. xi). For this reason, he may have misidentified some of his language consultants
and confused the languages/dialects that some of them spoke. This fact alone does not nullify his
keen insights about the Anyi language. Occasional misidentification of participants is a common
error that awaits any study that involves several hundred informants and dozens of fieldwork sites.
In fact, for anyone who wants to do comparative sociolinguistic work, Delafosse’s document is an
invaluable source because his transcriptions (pp. 57-83) reflect very clearly the dialects that his
consultants spoke. Taken globally, one cannot fail but notice that his data came overwhelmingly
from the Anyi Indenie and Anyi Bona speaking areas of Côte d’Ivoire. Some transcriptions also
reflect that he collected some data from the Anyi Morofu area, but not as in large quantity as from
the Anyi dialects in eastern Côte d’Ivoire. His book contains some sprinklings of Baule
transcriptions, especially those regarding the stories about Queen Ablan Pokou (pp. 159-165).
All in all, Delafosse’s insights about Anyi are accurate, and so is his characterization of the
Anyi prosodic system. It is worth noting that Quaireau (1978:217-8), a linguist who devoted
considerable attention to the Anyi tonal system, agreed with Delafosse that Anyi is hard to classify
prosodically. I fully endorse their views and will provide acoustic phonetic and phonological
evidence for why Anyi is a between and betwixt language. Unlike the two previous authors who
wrote about Anyi as outsiders, I’m a native speaker, a bona fide linguist with extensive experience
in acoustic phonetics. I have studied Anyi tones phonologically and instrumentally for nearly 40
years. Furthermore, I designed the current orthography (spelling system) in use in Côte d’Ivoire.
As a matter of fact, I spent 25 years translating the New Testament into Anyi, which was published
and dedicated in 2017. After having examined Anyi tones carefully for over four decades, I have
come to the conclusion that prosodically, Anyi is a between and betwixt language that does not
align perfectly with any of the three prosodic families known to linguists.
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1.2 Existing Classificatory Schemes
As has been stated previously, world languages are classified prosodically as tone
languages, pitch-accent languages, and accent languages. However, when we consider the various
definitions that linguists rely on to justify this typology, we see clearly that the definitions cannot
withstand scrutiny. Let’s begin with the definition of tone languages proposed by Fromkin et al.
(2017:205):
Speakers of all languages vary the pitch of their voice when they speak. The effect of pitch
on a syllable differs from language to language. In English, it doesn’t matter whether you
say cat with a high pitch or a low pitch; it will still mean ‘cat.’ But, if you say [ba] with a
relatively high pitch in Nupe (language spoken in Nigeria), it will mean ‘to be sour,’
whereas if you say it with a relatively low pitch, it will mean to ‘count.’ Languages that
use the pitch of individual vowels or syllables to contrast meaning of words are called tone
languages. … Over half the world’s languages are tone languages. More than one
thousand tone languages are spoken in Africa alone.
Now, let’s contrast tone languages with their definition of accent languages found on the same
page:
In many languages including English, certain syllables in a word are louder, slightly higher
in pitch, and somewhat longer in duration than other syllables in the word. They are
stressed syllables.
Whereas the definition of tone languages in African languages highlights pitch-based lexical
minimal pairs, the definition of accent languages does not make any mention of lexical minimal
pairs in English. However, they exist and include lexical pairs such as <offense> vs. <offense>,
or <defense> vs. <defense>, <magazine> (a publication) vs. <magazine> (metal receptacle for a
number of cartridges) that produce the same effect as [bá] vs. [bà] in Nupe. Since Fromkin et al.
(2017) do not provide any example of pitch-accent language, we turn to Hyman (1975:231) for a
definition:
Pitch-accent languages are thus tonal to the extent that the feature which is assigned is
tone (and this tone can contrast with another in the same position). Pitch-accent languages
are like stress-accent languages, however, in that there cannot be more than one syllable
per word which receives the tonal accent; that is, prominence in pitch-accent languages is
cumulative.
Hyman is chosen deliberately for two reasons. First, after having defined pitch-accent languages
this way some 34 years ago, now he has changed his mind. He no longer believes in the prosodic
family called “pitch-accent” languages (Hyman 2009). The second reason stems from the fact that
this definition has problems, not the least of which is the claim that in accent languages there
cannot be more than one syllable that “receives the tonal accent.” This definition ignores a
significant number of spondee words in English in which syllables are equally stressed (Koffi
2021a:276). Hyman’s misgivings notwithstanding, many researchers still believe in the existence
of pitch-accent languages. Sugiyama (2012:9) is one of them. The description of the prosodic
system of Japanese, a pitch-accent language, is given as follows:
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In Japanese, pitch accent manifests itself most consistently and clearly in F0. Other
acoustic properties such as intensity and duration are normally not found to be correlated
with accent. Duration is not likely to be a correlate of accent because length is phonemic
in Japanese. Intensity was once believed to be a correlate of pitch accent, but its status is
not certain.
Additionally, Kawahara (2016:447) appeals to the existence of pitch-based lexical minimal pairs
to motivate his classification of Japanese as a pitch-accent language. He lists five minimal pairs
out of some 200 as pieces of supporting evidence. We will see in upcoming sections that if we
examine Anyi in light of Kawahara’s rationale, we will come to the conclusion that Anyi also is a
pitch-accent language. Moreover, if we apply Sugiyama’s acoustic phonetic definition, we will
also conclude that Anyi is an accent language because F0, intensity, and duration are also important
in its tonal system. Furthermore, if we stay with Fromkin et al.’s characterization of Nupe, we
will concur that Anyi is a tone language. This is not surprising because Fromkin (1978:2) states
that “Despite of the fact that linguists have been discussing and describing tone languages for
hundreds of years, there does not seem to be an agreed-on definition of a tone language.” It should
be added that the definitions of accent and pitch-accent languages also leave much to be desired.
The pieces of evidence that are often provided to support such and such definitions are so cloudy
that Kirkham and Nance (2018:38) wonder out loud if English is also a tone language. Their
rationale goes as follows:
So, stress here does convey some grammatical meaning as to whether the word is a noun
or a verb. Should English be considered a tone language then? Generally, the vast majority
of English words are not distinguished by pitch patterns, unlike for example in Cantonese
or Yoruba, so English is not analyzed as a tone language. There are some interesting
exceptions, however, such as the words that we just discussed in Table 3.3.
The words in question are the nouns <project, import, export, reject, produce> versus the verbs
<project, import, export, reject, produce>. The reason why Kirkham and Nance (2018:38) do not
consider English as a tone language is that “the vast majority of English words are not
distinguished by pitch patterns.” We will see in 2.1 that relative functional load (RFL) of tone in
Anyi is only 1.63%. Kirkham and Nance (2018:38) also use Yoruba and Cantonese as models of
tone languages. As for Yoruba, we have already seen that Delafosse noted some 120 years ago
that Anyi is not like Yoruba. Since Anyi uses pitch similarly to English, should we then say that
Anyi is an accent language? These traditional definitions confirm that the prosodic status of Anyi
is in limbo. Is there a better way to classify languages prosodically? A new approach is discussed
in the remainder of the paper.
2.0 Lack of Objective Criteria
How can a single language straddle all three prosodic typologies? Are the definitions that
linguists use to classify language prosodically faulty? McCawley (1978:127) tackled the arduous
task of differentiating between tone, accent, and pitch-accent languages. When faced with the
suprasegmental system of Kikuyu, Tonga, and Ganda which proved recalcitrant to prosodic
classification, he asked the following question: “For each of the languages discussed in this
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section, one can ask the question, ‘Is it a pitch-accent language or a tone language?’” He answered
his own question this way:
I think that that is a stupid question to ask, since the material covered in this section makes
clear that the various characteristics of pitch-accent systems and of tonal systems are to a
fair extent independent of one another and that there is no reason for squeezing the diversity
of phonological systems discussed here into a simple dichotomy. The only way that I can
see in which tonal/accentual dichotomy can be maintained is to have dichotomy
dichotomize stages of derivations rather than whole languages. I have suggested in my
discussion of Ganda that an accentual system can become a tonal system in the course of
derivations. I would maintain, in fact, that not only can this happen, but it always happens:
A pitch-accent system becomes a tonal system at the point of the derivation at which rules
apply assigning pitches to specific syllables or moras as the realization of accents, and
Ganda and Japanese differ principally with regard to how deeply in their phonologies the
become tonal.
If you are puzzled by this definition, you are not alone. Some authors have couched their
definitions in such an opaque way that nobody except themselves understands what they are
saying. The more one tries to make sense of the three main prosodic categories, the more confusing
the definitions become. Obtuse definitions can be avoided altogether if parameters are used to
define languages prosodically. Six such parameters are displayed in Table 1. They are derived
from Dongmyung and Davis (2009), Shue et al. (2007), Gordon (2014), Jonhson (2005), Hyman
(2009), Levi (2005), Burnham et al. (2014), Beckman and Pierrehumbert (1986), Sugiyama
(2012), Kawahara (2016), Pike (1948), and Welmers (1973), McCawly (1978), among others.
Significant of Parameters
Tone
Pitch-accent
Pitch-based Lexical Minimal Pairs
+
±
Predictability of Prosodic Patterns
+
+
Grammaticality of Pitch Contrast
+
±
Robustness of F0/Pitch Correlate
+
+
Robustness of Intensity Correlate
–
–
Robustness of Duration Correlate
–
±
Table 1: Classificatory Parameters

Accent
±
+
–
+
+
+

The prosodic system of Anyi will be analyzed in accordance with these parameters to see where it
fits the best.
2.1 Pitched-based Lexical Minimal Pairs
Pike (1948:43) relied heavily on the existence of pitch-based lexical minimal pairs as the
key parameter for classifying languages. He contended that “A language having lexically
significant, contrastive, but relative pitch on each syllable” is a tonal language. Welmers (1973:7980) took this definition to task, pointing out its vulnerabilities:
This definition really says too much, particularly in associating pitch on every syllable.
Even in Chinese (Mandarin), the language perhaps most widely known as tonal, and in
which tone is unquestionably associated with syllables, many syllables must be analyzed
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as toneless. … Further, tone is not always lexically significant. … There are also tones
which function only to distinguish grammatical constructions; these are not generally
called ‘lexical.’ And the phrase ‘relative pitch’ is too imprecise. Pitch can be ‘relative’ in
several ways –relative to the individual’s voice, to the emotional context, to the physical
context, or to neighboring pitches.
Again, by this definition, English qualifies as a tonal language because it has pitch-based minimal
pairs such as the ones mentioned in defense vs. defense, offense vs. offense, present vs. present,
concrete vs. concrete, etc., as evidenced by Fry (1958). Fortunately, I’m not the only person raising
this question. Welmers (1977:79) raised it, asking “Why, then, is English not called a tone
language?” As noted in 1.2, this question is increasingly being raised. Welmers (1973:117) does
not dismiss lexical minimal pairs as a useful criterion, but cautions that it is not a foolproof
definition:
Perhaps there is no tone language which is completely devoid of minimal contrasts in tone
at the lexical level. There are, however, many languages in which such minimal contrasts
are far from numerous. Minimal pairs are uncommon in many Bantu languages, in Akan,
and in Hausa. In Baule, hundreds of words were transcribed before the first minimal
contrast in tone was found, although tonemic contrasts had been established long before.
Anyi is very closely related to Baule. In fact, Creissels and Kouadio (1977:4-5) contend that the
two should not be viewed as two separate languages, regardless of speakers’ ethnicity claims to
the contrary. Even so, this paper is assessing only the suprasegmental status of Anyi. Burmeister
(1983:165) states that the number of lexical minimal pairs in Anyi is infinitesimal. Quaireau
(1978:206) makes the same observation and writes, “What is remarkable in Anyi is the fact that
tone-induced minimal pairs are very small.” I concur with all these authors. After nearly 40 years
of continuous research on Anyi, I have found only about 60 lexical minimal pairs and 14 triplets
(see Appendix). The data comes from a corpus of 4,539 words. In other words, the RFL of pitchbased minimal pairs and triplets is 1.63%, that is, 74 divided by 4,539 words. Clearly, if we were
to rely on the scarcity of pitch-based minimal pairs alone, Anyi would easily qualify as a pitchaccent language like Japanese because the latter is credited with some 200 minimal pairs.
Welmers (1977:78) states that “With very few exceptions, the languages of African south of the
Sahara are tone languages. … Otherwise, it had better be assumed that any sub-Saharan African
languages is tonal unless the opposite can be demonstrated.” Apart from Wolof, Serer, Fula,
Swahili, and KiKongo that he lists as non-tonal African languages, the onus of responsibility rests
on whoever is claiming that such and such an African language is not tonal. To be clear, I’m not
claiming that Anyi is not a tonal language. All I’m saying is that it does fit traditional prosodic
taxonomies. Therefore, its tonal status is unsettled because it straddles all existing typologies.
2.2 Predictability of Prosodic Patterns
Welmers (1973:78) relies on the predictability parameter to argue that Somali should be
classified as a pitch-accent because “pitch distinctions are predictable in terms of stress.” Saed
(1999:21) also appeals to the predictability parameter in classifying Somali as a pitch-accent
language. He writes that “The second major feature of the Somali tone system is that its function
is to signal grammatical rather than lexical contrasts. … In fact, tonal patterns in nouns are
predictable from the noun’s number, gender, and declension class.” The predictability parameter
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can also be relied on to classify Anyi as a pitch-accent language. The following generalizations
hold true for the Anyi verbal system:
1. The base form of all monosyllabic verbs CV́ has a predictable high tone on the TBU2.
2. The base form of all monosyllabic verbs with CLV́ has a predictable high tone on the TBU.
3. The base form of all disyllabic verbs with CV̀V́ has a predictable low tone on the first TBU
and a high tone on the second TBU.
4. The base form of all disyllabic verbs with CV̀CV́ has predictable a low tone on the first
TBU and a low tone on the second TBU.
In fact, Anyi is not the only language in which tonal patterns are predictable. Baule has the same
pattern (Creissels and Kouadio 1977:15, 72). Leben (1978:205) observes that “In some [Africa]
tone languages, the tonal structure of verbs is different from the tonal structures of the other parts
of speech.” McCawley (1978:116) notes that verbs and adjectives in Japanese have predictable
accentual patterns.
We note in passing that the predictability of pitch patterns on verbs is not limited only to
pitch-accent and tone languages. It is well established that the stress pattern of disyllabic native
English verbs is also highly predictable (Goldsmith 1990:204, Fromkin et al. 2017:260-261). A
significant number of such verbs have trochaic stress pattern, that is, the penultimate syllable
carries primary stress. Exceptions are often attributed to verbs of Latinate origin. Examples
include the noun <project, import, export, reject, produce> versus the verbs <project, import,
export, reject, produce>, mentioned in 1.2. For these exceptional cases, the extrametricality rule
is often invoked. In other words, the predictability parameter would lead one to classify the Anyi
suprasegmental system either as pitch-accent language or an accent language, not a tone language.
Furthermore, nearly everything related to the tonal patterns of verbs is predictable in Anyi.
All the grammatical morphemes that convey aspect information have fixed tonal patterns, as
illustrated by the examples below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The intentional morpheme [lɛ́] has a predictable high tone
The continuative morpheme [tɛ́] has a predictable high tone.
The past tense morpheme [lɪ̀] has a predictable low tone.
The perfective morpheme [à] has a predictable low tone
The progressive morpheme [sʊ́] has a predictable high tone.
The discontinuous negation morpheme /N...mán/ and its four allomorphs have high tones
[ḿ...mán], [ń...mán], [ŋ́...mán], and [ɲ́...mán].
7. The negative imperative morpheme [nán] has a predictable high tone.
8. The cohortative morpheme [mǎn] has a predictable rising tone.
2.3 Grammaticality of Pitch Contrast
The grammatical function of pitch is not habitually considered as one of the criteria for
classifying languages into three prosodic families. Instead, Schuh (1978:246) uses this parameter
to differentiate between tone languages:
2

TBU is an abbreviation that stands for “tone bearing unit.”
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In Africa particular tones and tone alternations are used in an incredible variety of ways to
mark grammatical distinctions. Some grammatical use is made of tone in Mexican
languages, but judging from the limited research I have been able to do in this area, it is
less than in African languages. As pointed out in the previous section, Asian languages
make only marginal grammatical use of tone. … by grammatical assignment of tone, I
mean the morphological placement of a tone on a particular word or morpheme as the
marker of a particular grammatical meaning.
Of all the three parameters examined so far, this is the only one that can be used decisively to
classify Anyi as a tone language. However, it is not ordinarily used in the prosodic classification
of languages, unless one is willing to fabricate one for this purpose only. Furthermore, if we rely
strongly on this feature, we have no choice but classify English as a tone language (see Kirkham
and Nance’s 2018:38 argument in 1.2).
2.4 The Acoustic Phonetic Parameter
The acoustic phonetic parameters are three, namely F0/pitch, intensity, and duration.
Since prosody is a three-dimensional entity, all three cues must be considered when classifying
languages prosodically. Ordinarily, only F0/pitch has been used as a discriminating parameter.
The general assumption is that tone languages rely exclusively on F0/pitch and ignore intensity
and duration. As for pitch-accent languages, it is believed that they rely on pitch and a secondary
parameter, either intensity or duration, depending on the type of pitch-accent language. It has now
become fashionable to differentiate between European-type pitch-accent languages and Asian
pitch-accent languages (see Levi 2005: 73-75, Burnham et al. 2014: 1-2, Beckman and
Pierrehumbert 1986, and Sugiyama 2012:9). As for accent languages, it is assumed that all three
correlates are important, in spite of some ranking differences. For English, Fry (1958:151)
proposed the following ranking: F0 > Duration > Intensity. However, alternative rankings of
correlates have been proposed for English (Kochanski et al. 2005). The disagreements in correlate
ranking are not a problem per se because they show that any one of the three correlates can be used
to encode stress in accent languages.
In the subsections that follow, F0/pitch, intensity, and duration will be examined to
understand the role that they play, if any, in the Anyi suprasegmental system. The measurements
that are displayed in subsequent tables come from Koffi (2021b:52-74) in which he analyzed three
sentences produced by 10 participants in the declarative, the intentional, and the injunctive moods.
The sentence used for the current demonstration is <ɔ bʊka Kasi>. The word <ɔ> is a subject
pronoun and means <he/she>. The word <bʊka > is a transitive verb that means to “help.” The
last word <Kasi> is a common first name given to a male child born on Sunday. The sentence can
be translated loosely as <He/she helps Kasi> in the declarative, <He has made up his mind to help
Kasi> in the intentional, and <Let him help Kasi> in the injunctive. The nuances in the translation
of the same three words <ɔ bʊka Kasi> is based on what tone is on the subject pronoun <ɔ> and
on the first TBU of the verb <bʊka >. For the sake of brevity, the analyses focus only on the
arithmetic means of the measurements in each table.
2.4.1 Robustness of the F0/Pitch Parameter
The measurements in Table 2 show unambiguously that Anyi speakers and hearers rely on
F0/pitch to encode and decode utterances produced in the declarative, the intentional, and the
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injunctive moods. We see clearly from the data that the pitch of the subject pronoun <ɔ> and of
the first TBU of the verb, namely the vowel <ʊ>, helps to differentiate between the three moods.
All three are highlighted in each table.

Table 2: Pitch Measurements

The importance of F0/pitch as a distinguishing feature between tone languages, pitch-accent, and
accent languages is grossly overrated. Tone languages are not the only ones that rely on F0/pitch.
Pitch-accent languages do so (Sugiyama (2012:9). In fact, it is noted in the quote in section 1.2
that “In Japanese, pitch accent manifests itself most consistently and clearly in F0.” A number of
influential studies, including Fry (1958), have shown that English, an accent language, also uses
pitch to differentiate verbs (iambic stress pattern) from nouns (trochaic stress pattern). In fact,
F0/pitch ranks higher than intensity and duration in Fry (1958:151). The data in Table 1 shows
that F0/pitch plays a similar role in Anyi as it does in English or Japanese. By this parameter
alone, Anyi can be classified as a tone language, a pitch-accent language, or an accent language.
2.4.2 Robustness of the Intensity Parameter
The prevailing wisdom is that intensity can be a robust cue in accent languages (Kochanski
et al. (2005) but not in pitch-accent (Levi 2005: 73-75 and Sugiyama 2012:9, among others). Very
few studies, if any, have investigated the role of intensity in African tone languages. The
prevailing wisdom is that F0/pitch is the all-important correlate. By entailment, one would assume
that intensity does not play any important role in tone languages. Let’s examine the data in Table
3 to see if this generalization holds for Anyi.
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Table 3: Intensity Measurements

To make sense of these measurements, it is important to keep in mind that the Just Noticeable
Difference (JND) threshold for assessing the relevance of intensity measurements is ³ 3dB. If the
intensity difference between two signals is less than 3 dB, it means that it is auditorily
imperceptible to the naked ear. Accordingly, we see here that intensity helps to differentiate the
first TBU of the verb (74 dB) in the intentional mood from the first TBU of the verb in injunctive
mood (77 dB). However, intensity does not discriminate between the declarative mood and the
injunctive mood. This shows that intensity plays a limited role. If we go strictly by this parameter,
Anyi can be classified prosodically either as an accent language or a pitch accent language, in
addition to being a tone language.
2.4.3 Robustness of the Duration Parameter
The JND threshold for interpreting speech signals lasting less than 200 ms is 10 ms (Fant
1960). Let’s apply this JND to the data in Table 4 to see what results it yields for the prosodic
classification of Anyi:

Table 4: Duration Measurements

Duration is a pertinent correlate in two ways. First, it helps to differentiate the length of subject
pronoun <ɔ> when verbs are conjugated in the indicative mood (110 ms) from the intentional mood
(140 ms), and the declarative mood from the injunctive mood (92 ms). The three durations are
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auditorily salient to the naked ear. Secondly, the first TBU of the verb in the declarative mood (83
ms) is 18 ms longer than the first TBU of the verb in the intentional mood. Also, the first TBU
of the verb in the injunctive mood is 29 ms longer than that of the verb in the intentional mood.
Furthermore, the first TBU of the verb in the injunctive mood (94 ms) is 11 ms longer than that of
the verb in the indicative mood. In other words, the duration of the first TBU of the verb provides
auditorily salient information that Anyi speakers rely on to encode and decode differences between
the three grammatical moods. If Anyi were a true tone language or a pitch-accent language,
duration would not have played such a crucial role (Sugiyama 2012:9). In other words, with regard
to duration, Anyi behaves like a true accent language.
3.0 Discussions
The previous analyses allow us to understand why Delafosse (1900) was puzzled by the
prosodic status of Anyi. When classic definitions are used, Anyi does not fit comfortably in any
of the three prosodic types. The same is true for when parameters are used. Regardless of the
classificatory scheme, Anyi defies simplistic prosodic classifications. If one relies solely on
F0/pitch, then Anyi does not behave like a classic tone language because the RFL of tonal minimal
pairs is only 1.63%. Clearly, pitch-based lexical minimal pairs are uncommon. By this criterion
alone, Anyi should be classified either as a pitch-accent language or an accent language. The
predictability parameter puts Anyi solidly in the category of accent languages because everything
about the tonal behavior of verbs is predictable. If we rely solely on acoustic correlates, Anyi is
decisively in the camp of accent languages because F0 and duration are widely used to discriminate
between grammatical constructions. Intensity helps some, but not as reliably as F0 and duration.
The only parameter that sets Anyi apart from pitch-accent and accent languages is its
reliance on F0/pitch and duration to encode grammatical information. They are used as the only
cue in the following constructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Verbs conjugated in the indicative mood
Verbs conjugated in the intentional mood
Verbs conjugated in the injunctive mood
Verbs conjugated in the negative mood
Nouns in genitive constructions: X of Y or X’s Y

These are the five “accent” rules that Delafosse (1900:116-117) alluded to. If we accept that Anyi
is a tonal language, we do so only for two reasons. First, because it uses prosody (pitch and
duration) to encode grammatical information. However, as noted previously, this parameter has
not been used historically for the suprasegmental classification of world languages. Schuh
(1978:246) appealed to “grammatical information” only for the purpose of differentiating between
African tone languages and Asian tone languages. If it is now used as a criterion to classify Anyi
as a tone language, one may argue that this is a desperate attempt to find a way to accommodate
existing prosodic typologies rather than challenging the status quo. Secondly, saying that Anyi is
a tone language is accepting the status quo, that is, simply following prosodic orthodoxy, as stated
by Welmers (1977:78), “With very few exceptions, the languages of African south of the Sahara
are tone languages. … Otherwise, it had better be assumed that any sub-Saharan African languages
is tonal unless the opposite can be demonstrated.” The burden of proof that Anyi is a recalcitrant
tone language has been given in this paper. I’m not the first to have expressed misgivings about
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the tonal status of Anyi. The credits for doing so go to Delafosse who raised the issue some 120
years ago. All I have do in this paper is to provide pieces of evidence that Anyi does not fit
comfortably in any of the existing prosodic typologies.
4.0 Summary
Typologies must be revisited from time to time when new data bring to light their chinks.
Asking whether this or that sub-Saharan African language is really a tone language is not a stupid
question as McCawley (1978:127) would have us to believe. The data presented in this paper have
challenged the long-standing tradition of classifying sub-Saharan African languages as tone
languages simply because they are in a geographical area where other tone languages are found or
because they are genetically related to other languages that are perceived to be tonal. I have shown
in this paper that the very definitions and parameters on which existing prosodic typologies are
based cannot withstand scrutiny when they are applied to a language such as Anyi that straddles
three prosodic families. Instead of concocting definitions to suit one’s point of view, as has been
done by previous generations of linguists working on African languages, I have proposed six
parameters that can be used to investigate where a language fits on the prosodic scale. It is only
when all the facts about a language have been examined in accordance with these parameters that
one can state where the language falls prosodically. It may also be the case that after all the facts
have been examined, a language that was once classified as tonal should be reclassified or deemed
unclassifiable because it does not fit squarely in existing typological categories. Such is the case
of Anyi. I suspect that other African languages, especially those in the Akan family, are in this
situation. If this is the case, then the widespread claim that 60-70% of world languages are tone
languages (Kirkham and Nance 2018:35) should be taken with a grain of salt.
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Appendix 1
This list of pitch-based lexical minimal pairs is based on a corpus of 4,539 words. The relative
functional load of minimal pairs in Anyi is only 1.63% of the Anyi lexicon. The low tone is
unmarked. The high tone is marked with an acute accent. Anyi orthography is phonemic.
Therefore, the words listed below can be read even when they are not transcribed phonetically.
N0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
21.

Minimal Pair 1
*<afián>: center, middle

Minimal Pairs 2
*<afían>: unacceptable public
display of affection3
<ajáa>: inheritance
<alɩ́ɛ>: day, hour, time
<anυnmaán>: grand child
<asáa>: clayish land
<awáa>: calabash
<awúo>: theft
<Ayáa>: Proper noun (girl)
<bakáa>: corn/rice porridge
<bɛ́ɛ>: left arm
<bɔ́lɔ>: venom, luggage
<dáá>: always
<dádáá>: every day
<ɛlɔ́ɔ>:war
<ɛsɛ́ɛ>: cooking pot
<ɛyáa>: sneezing
<fɩ́ɩ́>: nobody, nothing, zero
*<fυɔ́>: inhabitant of, from
<fɔ́wυύn>: straight ahead
*<jeé>: gray hair
<káan>: least, tiny
<kánga>: crab
<kɛ́lɛ>: bent, out of shape
<kóngó>: absolutely c
*<kɔ>: vagina
<kpaáfυɔ́>: day laborer

22.
23.

<ajaá>: marriage
<alɩɛ́>: food
<anυnmáa>: yesterday
<asaá>: moreover
<awaá>: government
<awuó>: rice
<ayaá>: inside, stomach
<bakaá>: tree
<bɛɛ́>: mat, bed
<bɔlɔ́>:fog
<daá>: a long time ago
<dadáa>: organ of a snail
<ɛlɔɔ́>: other there
<ɛsɛɛ́>: funerals
<ɛyaá>: anger
<fɩɩ>: narrow
<fύɔ>: advice
<fɔwυυn>: shady
*<jé>: tooth
<kan>: to speak, to drive
<kangá>: slave
<kɛlɛ́>: to write
<kóngo>:valley, ravine
*<kɔ́>: to go
<kpáafυɔ́>: generous
person
<kpáwún>: fetters, chains
<kυlá>: can, to be able to

24.
25.
26.
26.

<kuló>: village
<kυn>: one
<kunmaán>: hole
<lá>: to lie down

<kúlo>: group of
<kύn>: se battre
<kúnmáan>: ant hill
<lá>: also, even

27.
28.
29.

<lé>: to have, to own
<maán>: so that, in order to
<mgbáa>: red clay

<lé>: never, never again
<máan>: the whole world
<mgbaá>: bed, cot

<kpáwun>:bread
<kύla>: wives

Minimal Pairs 3

<bɔlɔ̀>: tobacco
<dádáa>: fishing net
<ɛya>: 100
*<fύɔ>: chimpanze
<jée>: stupidity
<káan>: location,

<kύláá>: all,
everybody
<kύn>: no … more
<kúnmán>: goat

3

The words preceded by * indicate some minimal pairs can cause embarrassment. Delafosse (1900) remarked that
if one is not careful with tones, one can make a fool of oneself.
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30.
31.
32.
33.

<mgbaán>: nothing, useless
<mɩ́n>: to swallow
<mmóo>:Ms. Mrs.
<naán>: so that

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

<ndaá>: twins
<ndɛɛ́>: matter, business
*<ndɔmán>: namesake
<ngaá>: ring
<ngɔlɔ́>: scar
<ngυá>: games, jokes
<nín>: mère

41.
42.
43.
44.

<nɩɩ́n>: while, whereas
<nnán>: four
*<njɔrɔ́>: yellow bird
*<nnoró>: young women
danse
*<nnyáa>: leaves
*<nzáan>: drinks
*<nzυán>: ashes
<saá>: this way, like this
<sɛ>: if
<sin>: back, behind
<sɩ́ɩ>: father
<suá>: house
<sunmín>: pillow
*<taá>: arrow
<tɛɛ́>: animal sacrifice
<ti>: head
<toó>: bowl of corn
<Yaá>: proper name (girl)
<yɩ́>: wife
*<yυύ>: bitter

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

<mgbáan>: Guinea worm
<mɩ́ɩn>: Seigneur
<mmo>: thank you
<náan>: joking with grand
parents
<ndáa>: oath
<ndɛ́ɛ>: hand clapping
*<ndɔ́man>: testicles
<ngáa>: left over, remaining
<ngɔ́lɔ>: older brother, sister
<ngύa>: south, beneath
<nin>: locative interrogative
word
<nɩ́ɩn>: voice, tone of voice
<nnaán>: meat
*<Njɔ́rɔ>: proper noun (girl)
*<nnóro>: broadcast news
*<nnyaá>: skin disease
*<nzan>: three
*<nzύan>: behavior, attitude
<sáa>: matter
<sɛɛ́>: how
<síin>: short, small
<sɩ́>: to know
<súa>: trunk
<súnmín>: lead
*<(ɛ)táa>: motherhood
<tɛ́ɛ>: hammock
<tí>: because of, in reference to
<tóo>: scale
<yáa>: Friday
<yɩ>: his, hers
*<yύυ>: kidneys, lower back

<mɩn>: I, me, my
<mmoó>: port
<nán>: negation, not
to

<tóo>: empty-handed
<yɩ>: to remove
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